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Article 12

Silo
The abiding train brakes
beside its measured grace,
coughing trucks circle
and go past the faded block
o f Main Street storefronts,
vacant save for Claasen’s market
and Brenda’s refurbished craft store,
past the manila post office, the auburn bank,
the hard, grassy iridescent shelves
o f houses as rough and varied as wild flowers,
past a line o f brick homes,
a weed-fringed trailer park,
to the undulating fields
that stretch like seasoned faith
between these sunlit temples,
these whitewashed buttes.
That you can see these daunting pillars for miles
is reason to believe in human hands.
Mammoth fenceposts, they release
a whispering garden
from the rasping prairie.
Their white heft is magnificent,
and makes us know the tiny spread
o f a human chest, the delicacy
of our shoulders, the shallowness
of our breath.
The silo is the farmers’ symbol,
more sustaining than a teamster’s button,
more ennobling than an auto worker’s decal,
an airless windmill that turned subsistence
into progress. Granary of a nation, a world,
its wealth has crossed oceans and borders,
glided by the crumbled iron curtain
like summer rain.
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Now, men grumble around its base
as if they are Pharaoh’s workmen, who,
completing decades of labor, find the myth
that designed their efforts may be dying
with the fathers they have entombed.
In bent-billed dusty caps and sagging jeans,
the men show faith in their faded monument
by their jimmied smiles, their gifted
leaning and the loads of choking grain
they pour into its welcome belly each June.
But every day they peer at the sign
on the co-op manager’s window which stares
at them like a boring Wall Street broker:
$2.15 a bushel.
For that, the men peer at unknown passersby
a moment longer, wondering if this is the one
who brings the chains from the city.

by Mark Walling
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